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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we use the concept of single layered and double layered Metamaterial structures to tune the array antenna to 
different frequencies. A 4 element rectangular patch antenna is considered for the analysis purpose and the network to give the 
feed is designed in a way that it delivers equal energy to all radiating element in the array.  At first the antenna is analyzed by 
replacing the ground plane and the gap between the plates g is varied from 0.1 cm to 0.4cm by 0.1 step. Similarly next the ground 
plane is replaced by double layered Metamaterial structure here the second layer is kept constant without variations and the first 
layer is varied same as single layered. The comparative analysis is presented with the help of return loss curves. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The research on metamaterial structures have been very useful in several applications especially their ability 

to manipulate waves is very significant in so many applications to reach certain specifications which cannot be 

done by general materials. If we design the metamaterials properly they can bend waves of sound and 

electromagnetic energy in the way we want [1-4]. If we use material which has permeability and permittivity 

then it is called zero indexes metamaterial which can be used to obtain high directive antennas. These zero 

indexed material can be used in cloacking and some other optical devices as photonic structures which is very 

similar way of working witch the metamaterial structures [5,6]. The permeability and permittivity of the 

materials used to design the metamaterial structure will affect how the wave manipulating performance of the 

metamaterial structure varies wither it works to propagate wave in forward or backward or decaying way like 

negative refractive index material and left hand metamaterial structures. The single and double layered 

metamaterial structures unit cell analysis will give good understanding of how the scattering from these 

metamaterial structures occurs and its impact. The transmission and reflection analysis of these structures will 

give good knowledge of the extent it can enhance or absorb the wave energy incident on it [7-12]. These 

structures have applications in different frequency bandsterahetz frequencies corresponding to millimeter and 

sub millimeter wave lengths, photonic metamaterial to work in optical frequencies, tunable metamaterials by left 

hand materials to adjust the operating frequencies beyond limitations, and as cloacking devise, sound filtering, 

as absorber etc. in antenna applications these metamaterial structures can enhance the radiation gain or absorb it, 

it can direct radiation in particular area. It can also be used to tune the frequency and improve its bandwidth, 

make it work at multiple frequencies are applications of metamaterials in the antenna field. 
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Designing Of Proposed Array Antenna: 

A. Array Antenna Design: 

The proposed array antenna is designed by taking 1.8cm×2cm rectangular patch antenna elements 4 such 

radiating elements are placed linearly with a gap of 0.2cm in between each neighboring elements. the dielectric 

substrate Rogers RT/duroid 5880(tm) having dielectric constant 2.2 and having lost tangents 0.0009 is 

considered and with dimensions of 9.1cm×9.1cm×62mil in XYZ directions respectively. The ground is 

9.1cm×9.1cm in XY directions respectively. The proposed array antenna is shown in the following figure [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 1:Top view of proposedarray antenna 

 

B. Metamaterial strcuture: 

Here the traditional metamaterial structure is designed with metallic patches of dimensions 2.25-g cm×2.25-

g cm dimensions when the gap between them is g. the comparison will be considered by changing the metallic 

patch size by changing the g value from 0.1 cm to 0.4cm by 0.1cm and the comparative results will be obtained 

for the single layered metamaterial structure first after that the single layered metamaterial is replaced by the 

double layered metamaterial here the thickness of each layer is only 0.2cm now for the second layer the g is 

fixed at 0.2cm then the patch size is 2.05cm×2.05cm and the first layer g values changes from g=0.1cm to 0.4cm 

by 0.1cm step size and the comparative results by using the return loss curves are illustrated. 

 

Simulated results and analysis: 

C. Array Antenna: 

Here the proposed array antenna is designed and simulated the divided network gives the power to each 

radiating element equally. When normal ground plane is used the array antenna exhibits the return loss as 

follows Return loss curve The return loss curve shown in the following figure [2]  

 

 
 

Fig. 2:Return loss curve for proposed array antenna  
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Here the proposed 4 element rectangular patch antenna works at operating frequency 4.3307GHz with 

return loss -24.2772dB. based on this we will compare whether replacing the ground plane with single and 

double layered metamaterial enhances its return loss and band width or not. 

 

D. Using Single Layered Metamaterial: 

The ground plane is replaced by single layered metamaterial structure here for comparison purpose    

 

 
Fig. 3: Array antenna with Single layered Metamaterial Structure 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Return Loss Curve for Proposed array antenna with single layered Metamaterial structure as Ground  

 

In the above figure for g=0.1cm antenna works at 2.3814GHz with return loss -30.3263. for g=0.2cm 

antenna operates at multiple frequencies 2.5015, 3.0541, 3.9029 and 4.4074 GHz with return loss -12.5418, -

14.8687, -14.9531 and -11.5856dB respectively for g=0.3cm it operates at 3.1261, 4.1471, &4.5235 GHz wit 

operating frequencies -16.7238, -22.0715,&-26.0606dB for g=0.4 it operates at 3.1582, 4.2913, &4.6997GHz 

with return loss  -12.66, -22.22, &-31.1278dB here the observation is that when gap between plates g value 

increases the antenna is gradually tuned from lower frequency to  higher frequency bands. 
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Fig. 5: Proposed array antenna with double layered Metamaterial structure as ground plane 

 

 
Fig. 6: Return loss curve Proposed array antenna with double layered Metamaterial structure as ground plane 

 

Here in the above figure 6 for g=0.1cm the antenna operates at 1.3844 &3.3143GHz with return loss  -

20.487,&-25.1828dB. for g=0.2cm  it operates at 2.2653,&3.4665GHz with return loss  -15.1234,&-17.7692dB, 

for g=0.3 it operates at  2.3173, 4.3954, & 4.6837GHz with return loss   -22.7713,-13.8324, &-16.4859dB 

respectively when gap is 0.4 cm it doesn’t have any operating frequency i.e the tuning restricted to lower gaps  

 

Conclusion: 

The array antenna is analyzed by using single layered Metamaterial and double layered Metamaterial and its 

operating frequency is tuned to different values by changing the patch size and gap of the Metamaterial. Here 

we observed that for each tuning there is significant shift in operating frequency of the proposed array antenna. 

We can make antenna work at multiple frequencies.  
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